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ABSTRACT: Bicrystalline materials have wide applications from silicon chips to
photocatalysis, but the controlled synthesis of nanocrytals with ordered phase junction
has been challenging, in particular via chemical synesthetic routes. Here, we propose a
general strategy to design biphase crystals formed via partial solid-to-solid phase transition
with perfect phase junction, e.g., being atomically sharp and built of two particular sets of
epitaxially joined planes of the two component phases, and present such an example by
designing, synthesizing, and characterizing the interface of two TiO2 phases, namely, TiO2-
B/anatase biphase nanocrystals that are obtained conveniently via one-pot chemical
synthesis. Our design strategy classifies the common solid-to-solid phase transition into
three types that are distinguishable by using the newly developed stochastic surface walking
(SSW) method for unbiased pathway sampling. Only Type-I crystal is predicted to possess
perfect phase junction, where the phase transition involves one and only one propagation
direction featuring single pathway phase transition containing only one elementary kinetic
step. The method is applicable for the understanding and the design of heterophase materials via partial phase transition in
general.

SECTION: Surfaces, Interfaces, Porous Materials, and Catalysis

The fabrication of bicrystalline materials has attracted much
recent attention for their unique mechanical, optical,1 and

electrical properties.2 In photocatalysis, for example, the
presence of phase junction is also known to facilitate the
separation of the photoexcited holes and electrons and boost
the catalytic performance.3 The structurally ordered phase
boundary is important for this purpose since the defects can
form charge traps and hinder the charge transfer. However, the
synthesis of high quality biphase crystalline catalysts using
(in)organic wet chemical methods has been challenging, in
particular, how to control and optimize the structure of phase
junction via partial phase transition is an open question. Here,
we report a general strategy to design biphase crystals with
ordered phase junction, e.g., lacking stacking faults or structural
dislocations, based on the newly developed SSW pathway
sampling method. This is exemplified by titania bicrystalline
materials where the atomic nature of the phase junction is
characterized by theoretical prediction via SSW pathway
sampling and experimental observation using high-resolution
transmission electron microscope (HRTEM).
The controlled synthesis of biphase nanocrystals with

ordered interface is of great significance in photochemistry.4,5

There are various synthetic methods to achieve heterophase
junction structures, for example, via the straightforward partial
solid-to-solid phase transition and the secondary seed-
growth.6−9 For the solid-to-solid phase transition, it requires
the energetically favored phase separation and the stable phase
boundary to glue crystals together. The presence of the

structurally matched lattice or crystallographic planes is
believed to be important to form the ordered phase junction.
While the characterization of the phase junction is critical for
identifying these crystallographic planes, if present, and for
understanding the phase transition kinetics, the interface
structure between phases is extremely difficult to resolve,10

requiring atomic resolution at the junction experimentally and a
detailed knowledge of the phase transition mechanism.
In this work, we propose a general scheme, as shown in

Figure 1, to design biphase crystals via partial solid-to-solid
phase transition that potentially have ordered phase junction
based on newly developed stochastic surface walking (SSW)
pathway sampling method.11−13 The SSW pathway sampling
for crystal can reveal the solid-to-solid transition pathways with
explicitly located transitions states (TS) and thus provide
important insights into the connectivity of the crystal phases on
the potential energy surface (PES). Instead of traditional lattice
matching criterion, our strategy is based on the low energy
phase transition pathways obtainable from SSW pathway
sampling simulation, where the energetics of the barrier height
and the complexity of the pathway (i.e., one-step, multiple-
step) are the key parameters for structure prediction.
Specifically, the low barrier (Ea) of the phase transformation

is desirable for achieving a stable phase junction, which is a
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quantitative reflection of the lattice matching (low strain) of
two phases. However, the nature of the pathway, i.e., the
direction of the phase transition due to the anisotropy of
crystal, could also be important. According to the complexity of
the solid-to-solid transition pathways, we classify the common

crystal-to-crytal phase transition into three basic types (see
Figure 1) and propose a simple rule to design high quality
biphase crystals, that is, to satisfy the Type-I phase transition
condition, specifically, the phase transition should propagate along
one and only one direction (e.g., def ined by a habit plane),

Figure 1. Strategy to design biphase crystals with ordered phase junction via the partial solid-to-solid phase transition based on SSW crystal phase
transition pathways. Type-I crystal involves one and only one phase propagation direction often featured as a single-pathway one-step transition,
which is predicted to possess ordered phase junction; Type-II crystal has multiple energetically degenerated reaction channels, and Type-III crystal
has a multiple-step phase transition mechanism involving intermediate crystal phases, both of them having more than one phase propagation
directions. The shaded areas in Type-II and Type-III crystals indicate where the stress develops during the phase junction propagation that
eventually leads to large structural deformation of phase junction (e.g., cracking, stacking faults).

Figure 2. (Top panel) DFT lowest energy transition pathway from TiO2-B to anatase bulk crystal (structures viewed down from the b axis). The
blue lines indicate the habit plane of the phase transition. (Bottom panel) The atomic structure of the TiO2-B/anatase phase junction with
orientation relation (2 ̅01)B//(103)A + [010]B//[010]A as predicted from theory. From left to the right are the top-views of (103)A and (2 ̅01)B, and
two side-views of the junction showing the (100)B together with (001)A (theoretical dihedral angle 11.0 degrees), and (010)B//(010)A. Ti: gray
balls; O: red balls.
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characterized as single pathway phase transition containing only
one elementary kinetic step (the solid-to-solid phase transition
occurs directly from one phase to another without any stable
intermediate phases). In this way, the formed phase junction
can be atomically sharp and built of two particular sets of
epitaxially joined planes of the two component phases. The
phase transitions along more than one propagation direction,
due to the presence of either degenerate phase transition
channels (the Type-II phase transition) or intermediate phases
(the Type-III phase transition), are in principle not possible to
yield biphase crystals with ordered phase junction due to the
accumulated stress at the fronts of phase boundaries. As
schematically illustrated in Figure 1, two junction fronts in
Type-II and Type-III crystals cannot join smoothly at the
junction−junction meeting areas (shaded in Figure 1) where
the fracture or structural deformation (e.g., via stacking faults)
is expected to develop to reduce the stress at the phase
boundaries.14,15

It should be mentioned that the heterostructured nanocryst-
als with multiple phases can be synthesized by alternative
technics other than the direct partial phase-transition, e.g., most
commonly by heterogeneous nucleation of a secondary phase
on top of a preformed primary phase.4,6,9 These seeded-growth
approaches could also produce high quality heterointerfaces,
even highly strained, for the kinetic reasons.8,9 The synthetic
conditions are thus critical to the kinetics, such as the growth
rate and the initial exposing facets.16 Obviously, our design
strategy does not apply to this category of phase junctions.
To demonstrate this design strategy and look for the Type-I

crystal-to-crystal phase transition, we have explored the likely
phase transition pathways of TiO2 crystal using SSW,11−13

including all common TiO2 phases, e.g., rutile, anatase,
brookite, and TiO2-B, without assuming any reaction
coordinates or imposing symmetry constraints. TiO2 is selected
as the example for the biphase crystal design because TiO2 has
a range of different phases, and the biphase TiO2 crystals have a
wide application as photocatalysts.17 Among a large data set of
phase transition pathways searched for TiO2 phases, we identify
the TiO2-B-to-antase phase transition fulfilling the Type-I
criterion. While the atomic structure of the phase junction for
TiO2-B/anatase crystal is not yet determined, the main focus of
the work is thus to characterize the phase junction using SSW
simulation and experiment to verify the theory on the biphase
crystal design. By synthesizing the TiO2-B/anatase biphase
crystals using different chemical synthetic methods, we will
show that the TiO2-B/anatase phase junction is prevalently
perfect, i.e., free of stacking faults or defects, where the

theoretical model and experimental observation by HRTEM is
highly consistent.
Taking the TiO2-B phase as the example, the crystal

extension of the SSW method (SSW-crystal) developed
recently11−13 is first utilized to sample the likely phase
transition pathways leaving TiO2-B. All calculation details are
described in the Supporting Information (SI) and briefly
outlined below. The pathway sampling was carried out initially
using the classical Matsui−Akaogi interatomic potential18

starting from the TiO2-B phase (8 TiO2 units per cell) to
generate a database of pathways that connect TiO2-B with the
other phases. In total, 4500 pathways were collected from 5000
SSW-crystal steps of pathway sampling. While the majority of
the pathways (500) were found to convert TiO2-B to anatase,
the other pathways leading to the phases such as rutile were
also identified. The first-principles density functional theory
(DFT) calculations based on the variable-cell double-ended
surface walking method19 were then utilized to verify the
energetics of every low energy pathways, from which the lowest
energy reaction pathway is obtained.
The lowest energy pathway leaving the TiO2-B phase is the

connection between TiO2-B and anatase, which is a one-step
transition, and the other transition pathways leaving TiO2-B
phase are energetically much higher. The reaction profile is
shown in Figure 2, highlighting the late TS and the smooth
lattice-distortive transformation, starting from a TiO2-B lattice
(a = 12.207, b = 3.769, c = 6.645 Å, α = γ = 90°, β = 75.644°)
to an anatase lattice (a = 10.522, b = 3.812, c = 7.625 Å, α = γ =
90°, β = 68.865°). We noticed that the TiO2-B-to-anatase
pathway is much simpler compared to the anatase-to-rutile
phase transition pathway, a three-step phase transition with two
high pressure phases, MI and TiO2II, as the intermediates. The
calculated barrier is low, only 0.12 eV per TiO2 unit from DFT,
about half of that in the anatase-to-rutile phase transition,13

indicating that the TiO2-B to anatase transition is more facile
compared to the anatase-to-rutile phase transition. This was
indeed observed in experiment, where the phase transition
starts above 673 K from TiO2-B to anatase but it is more than
873 K for anatase-to-rutile.20

By closely inspecting the TiO2-B to anatase crystal transition
pathway, we can identify the habit planes of the phase transition
(blue dotted line, Figure 2), being the crystal planes
TiO2B(2̅01) and anatase(103), which supports that the phase
transition basically follows the diffusionless Martensitic
mechanism together with short-ranged displacement of Ti
and O ions. The orientation relationship of TiO2-B/anatase
phases is thus determined to be (2 ̅01)B//(103)A + [010]B//

Figure 3. (Left) The structure and wave function of a superlattice biphase crystal, containing half−half TiO2-B/anatase phases, showing the spatially
well separated valence band maximum (middle) and the conduction band minimum (bottom). The dotted line indicates the interface. The isosurface
density value of the plots is 0.02 e/bohr3. (Right) The scheme for the band alignment between TiO2-B (gray color) and anatase (green color) at the
phase junction.
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[010]A. From the orientation relationship, we can construct a
theoretical model for the phase junction, as shown in Figure 2.
Although the habit planes, (2 ̅01)B//(103)A, are highly
corrugated, the phase junction exhibits a closely matched
lattice and similar atomic registration between the two phases.
Based on the theoretical model, a superlattice biphase crystal

comprising both TiO2-B and anatase is thus constructed and
optimized using DFT, which enables us to provide insight into
the electronic structure of the biphase crystal. Shown in Figure
3 is such a biphase crystal composing half TiO2−B and half
anatase (one unit cell). Our calculation shows that the strain
introduced by the interface is very low, below 2%, and the
shortest Ti−O distance at the junction is also less than 2.3%
different from the bulk phases.
Importantly, the TiO2−B/anatase bicrystal possesses spatially

separated valence band maximum (VMB) and conduction band
minimum (CBM), as shown in Figure 3, left. The VBM where
the photogenerated hole resides is dominantly accumulated on
the TiO2-B side, while the CBM where the photogenerated
electron stays is mainly populated on the anatase side.
Obviously, the presence of the ordered phase junction leads
to the shrinking of band gap in the biphase crystal and a new
anisotropic behavior of electron/hole transfer, that is, the hole
transfers to TiO2-B while the electron goes oppositely toward
anatase along the habit plane direction (Figure 3, right). This is
an important optical property, which can significantly reduce
the possibility for the electron−hole pair recombination and
thus increase the quantum efficiency of the material.
It should be mentioned that the TiO2-B/anatase system has

been studied previously by many research groups. and most of
them obtained the phase junction via the partial phase
transition.21−27 To date, the phase junction structure at the
atomic level remains unknown, and the orientation relation is
highly controversial (see SI Table S1). Two representative
orientation relations suggested recently based on HRTEM
observations are [010]A//[010]B + [001]A//[100]B reported by
Li et al.23 ([uvw] represents the real space vector), and

[010]A// [010]B + (001)A//(100)B suggested by Yang et al.
We found that the atomic model for the interface constructed
according to these assignments cannot maintain the octahedron
unit of Ti ions with either too close contact between Ti ions or
O ions (see Figure S1 in the SI), and thus the proposed
interface atomic structures are unlikely. In fact, a very early
study by Brohan28 identified a(2 ̅01)B//(103 ̅)A orientation
relation based only on the electron diffraction pattern, and
our current theoretical results are consistent with the diffraction
pattern.
Having the atomic structure of phase junction from theory,

we then verify the structure by experiment. Our experimental
procedure to synthesize TiO2-B nanowire using H2Ti3O7 as the
precursor is as those described previously.29,30 The H2Ti3O7
fibers can transform partially to anatase nanocrystals at the
hydrothermal condition (the wet condition), and the TiO2-B/
anatase bicrystalline can then be obtained after a low
temperature (673 K) calcination.31,32 Alternatively, the TiO2-
B/anatase can form directly via the solid−solid phase transition
by heating the dry TiO2-B fibers to 873 K (dry conditions),33

which is obtained from the hydrothermal synthesis. We have
synthesized the TiO2−B/anatase bicrystalline samples via both
methods. The identity of the phases (TiO2-B and anatase
crystalline) is verified by XRD patterns, and the structure is
further characterized using TEM and HRTEM. The exper-
imental synthetic procedure and the supporting data are
detailed in the SI. Typical examples of the bicrystalline material
are shown in Figure 4a,b, where the anatase nanocrystals attach
on the top of the TiO2-B nanowires. We found that both
synthetic methods produce the same phase junction structure,
being consistent at the atomic level, as revealed by HRTEM.
Below we present the results for the phase junction from the
samples synthesized under wet conditions (those from dry
conditions are shown in the SI).
Figure 4 illustrates five different zone-axis patterns (c−g) of

HRTEM originated from two different crystals (c−e belong to
one crystal, and f−g belong to another), and the important data

Figure 4. TEM (a−b) and HRTEM (c−g) images of the phase junction between anatase and TiO2-B. In the HRTEM images, c−e belong to one
crystal, and f−g belong to another. (b) The TiO2-B/anatase nanofiber and the atomic model. (c) (020)A//(020)B; (d) (011)A and (1̅10)B (angle
6°); (e) (004)A and (310)B (angle 48°). The theoretical structure of the junction (only showing Ti ions as blue dots) are shown in the top-right
corner in panels d−e to compare with the experiment. (f) (11 ̅2)A//(312 ̅)B and (020)A//(020)B. The insert in (f) is the inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT) of the junction area indicated by the red box, showing the perfect structure transition from one phase to another. (g): The habit planes,
(103)A//(2 ̅01)B together with (1 ̅10)B, (011)A, and (1 ̅12)A planes.
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on the interplanar d-spacing and dihedral angles are indicated.
The atomic model from theory is compared with every
HRTEM image (see Figure 4 and also the SI), and the results
on dihedral angles are detailed in Table 1. Figure 4c shows that

the (010)B plane is parallel with the (010)A plane, which is as
expected from the theoretical orientation relationship. Because
the d-spacing of the two surface planes are almost identical
(difference <0.05 Å), it is essentially impossible to distinguish
the interface.
By rotating the zone axis, we are able to observe a set of

other surface planes, which can reveal the atomic detail of the
phase junction. In Figure 4d,e, the phase junction exhibits the
other surface planes, where the dihedral angle of the planes can
be measured directly from the images, i.e., the dihedral angles
between (011)A and (1̅10)B, and between (004)A and (310)B.
The theoretical values for these angles are 5.3° and 47.0°, which
are essentially identical to those measured from the HRTEM
image (6° and 48°). Figure 4f,g shows the three sets of planes
that are parallel with each other, namely, (11 ̅2)A//(312 ̅)B
(approximately parallel, Table 1), (020)A//(020)B, and
(103)A//(2 ̅01)B (the habit planes), as also predicted from
theory. The inset in panel f highlights the junction area with
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), which show a perfect
structure transition from one phase to another. Based on the
agreement between theory and experiment on a large data set
of experimental images (Table 1 and also see the SI), we
conclude that the TiO2-B/anatase phase junction can be
regarded as a perfect phase junction that lacks the common
stacking faults or dislocation defects otherwise commonly
present during the growth and packing of crystals.34

To provide insight into the kinetics of the phase transition
and the origin of the perfect phase junction, we performed SSW
global optimization and the pathway sampling simulations
starting from different TiO2-B surfaces. Owing to the constraint
by the lattice of the underlying TiO2-B phase, the surface phase
transition sampling mimics the constrained Martensitic phase
transition of a solid at elevated temperatures (under dry
conditions). Among a set of surface facets of TiO2-B explored
by SSW global optimization, including (100) B, (001)B, and
(2̅01)B, only the (2 ̅01)B exhibits the phase transition toward the
anatase phase, resulting in the formation of (103)A. The results
are consistent with the habit planes identified from the bulk
simulation. The initial phase transition pathways were then
searched using SSW pathway sampling, and it turns out that
one and only one low energy channel (with the barrier lower
than 1 eV) is identified from more than 103 transition pathways
collected. The other reaction channels to reconstruct the
surface, e.g., forming structural defects, are energetically much
disfavored.

The DFT energy profile for the lowest energy pathway is
shown in Figure 5 together with the snapshots of the located

intermediates. The simulation shows that the phase transition
initiates from the TiO2-B (2̅01)B surface and propagates layer-
by-layer from the surface to the bulk, involving the atoms
gliding smoothly along the [1 ̅02̅]B direction (arrow in Figure
5). The calculated barrier for forming the first layer anatase is
0.49 eV per p(1 × 1) cell from DFT and the overall barrier to
form two layers of anatase is slightly higher, being 0.58 eV. This
indicates that the propagation of the anatase phase into TiO2-B
bulk is not instantaneous but kinetically self-limiting, requiring
elevated temperature to allow the junction front ripple into
bulk TiO2-B layer-by-layer, as observed in our experiment. The
single pathway for the phase transition revealed from pathway
sampling can thus be correlated with the observation of the
perfect phase junction between TiO2-B and anatase, which
could then rationalize the enhancement of photoactivity of the
biphase TiO2-B/anatase material, as reported previously25 and
also confirmed in our experiment (see SI Figure S12). Our
results indicate that the chemical synthesis of heterophase
crystals with perfect junction is feasible as long as the phase
transition is kinetically controlled by a one-step layer-by-layer
propagation mechanism.
In nature, there are other types of phase transitions as

classified in Figure 1. The anatase-to-rutile phase transition of
TiO2, for example, belongs to the Type-III phase transition,
where two intermediate phases, MI and TiO2II, are present in
the lowest energy pathway. Two sets of habit planes, i.e.
anatase-to-TiO2II (anatase(112)//TiO2II(100)) and TiO2II-to-
rutile (rutile(011)//TiO2II(001)) are involved in phase
transition and not parallel with each other but rotated by 90°
(detailed in our recent work13 and the SI), and thus two
different phase junctions, anatase/TiO2II and TiO2II/rutile,
propagate orthogonally. Our experiment based on HRTEM
observation of anatase/rutile biphase samples prepared in one-
pot synthesis indeed shows that the phase junction of anatase/
rutile can not be perfect. The theoretical dihedral angles deviate

Table 1. Dihedral Angles between the Crystallographic
Planes of Two Phases Measured by Experiment (HRTEM in
Figure 4) and Predicted by Theory

TiO2-B anatase experiment (±1°) theory (deg)

(020) (020) 0 0.0
(2 ̅01) (103) 0 0.0
(1 ̅10) (011) 6 5.3
(310) (004) 48 47.0
(100) (020) 90 90.0
(020) (004) 90 90.0
(312 ̅) (11 ̅2) 179 179.3

Figure 5. DFT energy profile and the structure snapshots for the
lowest energy pathway from TiO2-B to a two-layer anatase-capped
TiO2-B initiating from the (2 ̅01)B surface. The dotted lines indicate
the interface, and the colored areas in 1-A/B and 2-A/B are the newly
formed anatase phase. The dotted boxes highlight the characteristic
TiO unit moving along [1 ̅02̅]B in phase transition.
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from the measured values for a set of crystallographic planes
from HRTEM by up to 13° (see SI Figure S13 for details),
being much larger than that of TiO2-B/anatase samples. The
nature of the imperfect interface structure is the focus of our
onging work.
The design strategy for biphase crystal presented here

establishes a fundamental connection between the “invisible”
PES of crystal and the “visible” atomic structure of the phase
junction. A simple connectivity between phases, i.e., low barrier,
single pathway, and one-step transition, is the key for the one-
pot chemical synthesis of biphase crystals with ordered phase
junction via partial phase transition. The unbiased PES
sampling using SSW methods can facilitate the understanding
of the solid-to-solid phase transition and the design of new
materials in general.
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